WHO has not felt the urge to visit a ranch in the old West where one can enjoy western life to his heart's content; where the glorious beauty of the wilderness will bring health, happiness, and peace; where fascinating desert scenes, the tang of the mountain air, the smell of the pines, and the spell of starlit skies mean forgetfulness and freedom from the mad pace of modern life! El Rancho Robles, a glorified ranch in the most beautiful section of Arizona, will make these dreams come true for you.
Guests of El Rancho Robles live surrounded by every modern comfort and convenience. The ranch prides itself upon its unexcelled cuisine, its service, and its friendly home-like atmosphere.
Every guest is given a horse suitable to his own requirements. There are gentle horses for children and inexperienced riders as well as more spirited mounts for the experienced riders. The ranch cowboys may accompany and guide the guests for rides through the desert, into the foothills, or over the mountain trails.
A STUDY IN SUNSHINE AND SHADOWS

You may lay care aside at El Rancho Robles; you may loaf away the hours in cool patios, bask in the warm sunshine, or rest under the shady trees that dot the expansive lawns.

A VIEW OF THE GROUNDS
Hunters may have their choice of bear, coyote, mountain lion, deer, wild hog, quail, ducks, rabbits and other small game. Pack trips into the mountains for the larger game may be arranged through the ranch.
Mrs. Walter E. Jahn arranges for the entertainment and comfort of the guests and an atmosphere of friendly hospitality prevails. The requirements of each guest will be given individual attention.

Riding is the main diversion at the ranch. Many other enjoyable events are planned for the guests, including horseback and automobile picnics, moonlight rides, barbecues, and dances.
El Rancho Robles is located 36 miles north of the city of Tucson at the healthful and invigorating altitude of 4200 feet. The climate, due to the mild, dry, sunny air, is ideal both winter and summer.

The quaint and interesting village of Oracle is but a short distance from the ranch. Here there are schools, a trading post, two churches, amusements, and recreational facilities. Oracle is also the center for the many large cattle ranches in this vicinity.
A Picture of Happy
HOW TO COME

By train, auto, or plane to Tucson, Arizona, where guests will be met by one of the ranch cars.

MAIL AND TELEPHONE SERVICE

Mail is delivered daily. Two private ranch telephones assure immediate local and long distance service, as well as direct telegraph connections.

TRANSPORTATION

Guests and their luggage will be taken to and from trains or planes without charge. There will, however, be a slight charge for special automobile trips.

MOTOR TRIPS

The real West still lives in Southern Arizona—it is a land of romance. Ancient ruins, cliff dwellings, old missions, ghost mining towns, and old Mexico are all within easy motoring distance from the ranch.

CHILDREN

Children at El Rancho Robles will receive special care as to their food. Riding instruction on gentle horses will be given by an experienced cowboy. There are two schools in Oracle. Doctors from Tucson can reach the ranch within forty - five minutes.

WHAT TO WEAR

The usual attire consists of sport clothes, blue jeans, wool or cotton shirts, a large hat for protection from the sun, boots, and a sweater or jacket. A large wardrobe is not necessary.

GARAGE FACILITIES

For guests who bring their own automobiles there is a six-car enclosed garage at their disposal.

TUCSON

Splendid roads make Tucson easily accessible. Here are found the University of Arizona, theaters, shops, and a wide assortment of interests.

RESTRICTIONS

No transient guests nor persons with communicable diseases will be accepted.

RESERVATIONS

El Rancho Robles is an exceptional ranch without equal in the southwest, yet the rates are moderate. Early reservations are necessary because our standards of service permit the acceptance of only thirty guests. El Rancho Robles is open to you the year round.

EL RANCHO ROBLES
ORACLE, ARIZONA
VIA TUCSON

For further information please wire or write—
MR. AND MRS. WALTER E. JAHN
MANAGERS